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Abstract

The aim of this piece of scientific paper is to demonstrate that the inner form of the language
which serves as a means of expressing the psychic content of it, is the most concrete and evident
demonstration of theparticular features and special characteristics a language possesses
especially in terms of dialectical lexicon and phraseology as it transmits and conveys the national
spirit, point of views and general outlook.As language is people’s creation and product, it seems
that especially in lexical dialectical field, people themselves have dissolved their spirit, their
mentality , their way of thinking and  understanding. As far as we can consider dialect as a vivid
and fluid microsystem incorporated within the whole macro system of the language, being
product of a long historical tradition and developments it serves us to fully understand and
analyze all the social, cultural, economic and material conditions as evidence of the national
inner world and outlook. Our paper will treat, analyze and will draw some conclusions related to
the reflection and accomplishment of the inner form of the language, taking into consideration
different aspects of lexicon such as compounds, idioms, euphemisms, onomatopoeic words,
phraseological units etc. This language units will be analyzed and compared between the two
Albanian dialects and some of the language sub dialects as well, firmly supporting the idea that
being people’s   natural product, language serves as a mechanism of transmitting the inner world
and perception reinforcing that in the course of time, due to different life conditions and life
styles and because of specific social and cultural conditions, language and vocabulary seems to
differ a lot from region to region presenting many differences, which will be discussed in details
in this paper.


